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We present a state-of-the-art primordial recombination code, HYREC, including all the physical effects
that have been shown to significantly affect recombination. The computation of helium recombination
includes simple analytic treatments of hydrogen continuum opacity in the He I 21Po  11S line, the He I]
23Po  11S line, and treats feedback between these lines within the on-the-spot approximation. Hydrogen
recombination is computed using the effective multilevel atom method, virtually accounting for an infinite
number of excited states. We account for two-photon transitions from 2s and higher levels as well as
frequency diffusion in Lyman- with a full radiative transfer calculation. We present a new method to
evolve the radiation field simultaneously with the level populations and the free electron fraction. These
computations are sped up by taking advantage of the particular sparseness pattern of the equations
describing the radiative transfer. The computation time for a full recombination history is 2 seconds.
This makes our code well suited for inclusion in Monte Carlo Markov chains for cosmological parameter
estimation from upcoming high-precision cosmic microwave background anisotropy measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Until recently, primordial recombination was considered
one of the few solved problems in astrophysics and cos-
mology. The seminal works of Peebles [1] and Zeldovich
et al. [2] in the 1960s established that hydrogen recombi-
nation did not proceed in Saha equilibrium, and that two-
photon decays from 2s are critical to the recombination
dynamics because of the very low escape rate of Lyman-
photons. They provided a simple effective three-level atom
model to compute primordial hydrogen recombination
histories. With the advent of high-precision cosmic micro-
wave background (CMB) experiments such as WMAP [3]
and Planck [4], it has become clear that these early calcu-
lations are not sufficiently accurate for an unbiased esti-
mate of cosmological parameters [5–7]. Uncertainties in
the recombination history indeed propagate to the visibility
function and ultimately to the predicted CMB temperature
and polarization anisotropies.
These considerations have motivated Seager et al. [8,9]
to extend Peebles’ effective three-level atom model to a
multilevel atom calculation. They showed that accounting
for excited states of hydrogen leads to a speed up of
recombination at late times. Their commonly used recom-
bination code RECFAST approximately reproduces these
results by solving an effective three-level atom model
with an artificially enhanced recombination coefficient.
While this model is sufficiently accurate for current
CMB data analysis, it does not meet the 0:1% accuracy
target for Planck.
Several physical effects have since then been shown to
significantly affect hydrogen and helium recombination.
First, the multilevel computations of Seager et al. assumed
statistical equilibrium among the angular momentum sub-
states of a given energy shell of hydrogen. At late times,
this assumption breaks down, and an accurate multilevel
atom computation should resolve the angular momentum
substates [10,11]. Whereas it is a straightforward concep-
tual generalization of previous works, this problem can be
computationally challenging. Several works have tackled
the ‘‘high-n problem’’, including increasingly larger num-
bers of excited states of hydrogen to reach sufficient accu-
racy [10–13]. The ‘‘standard’’ multilevel atom (MLA)
method used in these works requires solving for the abun-
dances of all the excited states at every time step, which
makes the computation very time-consuming. In a recent
paper (Ref. [14], hereafter ‘‘Paper I’’), we have introduced
a new method of solution for the multilevel atom problem,
which allows to only solve for the populations of a few
excited states (typically, 2s and the low-lying p states),
provided one uses precomputed effective bound-bound and
bound-free transition rates, which contain all the informa-
tion about the highly excited states of hydrogen. This
method alleviates the computational difficulty associated
with the highly excited states of hydrogen and is key to the
speed of the recombination code presented here.
Another important aspect of the recombination problem
is that of radiative transfer in the vicinity of the Lyman-
line. In its early stages, hydrogen recombination is mostly
controlled by the slow escape (via redshifting) of photons
from the Lyman- line and the rate of two-photon decays
from the 2s state. Accurate values for these rates require
treatments of the radiation field that go beyond the simple
Sobolev approximation [8,15]. Important corrections in-
clude feedback from higher-order lines [16,17], time-
dependent effects in Ly  [18], and frequency diffusion
due to resonant scattering [19–21]. An accurate 2s 1s
two-photon decay rate also requires following the radiation
field to account for stimulated decays [22] and absorption
of nonthermal photons [23,24]. Dubrovich & Grachev [25]
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suggested that two-photon transitions from higher levels
may have a significant effect on the recombination history.
Later computations confirmed this idea [26], and provided
an accurate treatment of radiative transfer in the presence
of two-photon transitions, as well as a solution for the
double-counting problem (which arises for resonant two-
photon transitions, already included in the one-photon
treatment as ‘‘1þ 1’’ transitions) [24,27].
The accuracy requirement is less stringent for primordial
helium recombination, as it is completed by z 1700,
much earlier than the peak of the visibility function.
Corrections at the percent level are still important, and
several works have been devoted to the problem
[5,8,25,28–35]. The most important effect is continuum
opacity in the He I 21Po  11S line due to photoionization
of neutral hydrogen, which requires a detailed line þ
continuum radiative transfer analysis [30,31,34]. The in-
clusion of the intercombination line He I] 23Po  11S is
also significant.
Several other processes have been investigated and
shown not to be significant for CMB anisotropies, for
example, the effects of the isotopes D and 3He
[15,17,33], lithium recombination [36], quadrupole
transitions [12], high-order Lyman line overlap [15], and
Thomson scattering [15,21]. Collisional processes are
negligible for helium recombination [33]; for hydrogen
recombination, collisional corrections appear to be small
[37], but whether they are truly negligible is still under
investigation.
Previous works have all concentrated on one or a
few aspects of the primordial recombination problem.
Producing a complete and fast recombination code has so
far been hindered by the computational burden previously
associated with the high-n problem. Given that this prob-
lem is now solved, and that it seems that the main radiative
transfer effects have now all been identified, it is timely to
deliver a single code that computes an accurate hydrogen
and helium recombination history and incorporates all the
relevant physics. The purpose of this paper is to introduce
our new recombination code, HYREC, which is publicly
available,1 and can compute a highly accurate recombina-
tion history (with errors at the level of a few times 103 for
helium recombination and a few times 104 for hydrogen
recombination) in only 2 seconds on a standard laptop.
Our code does not account for collisional transitions in
hydrogen, as their rates are poorly known. When accurate
rates are available and if collisional transitions are shown
to significantly impact recombination, we will update our
code with the appropriate effective rates.
Recently, a similar work has been carried out by Chluba
& Thomas [38], also relying on the effective MLA method
presented in Paper I. The code they present includes the
same physics as ours. The main difference is the treatment
of radiative transfer. In Ref. [38], an ‘‘order zero’’ recom-
bination history is first computed, with a simple treatment
of radiative transfer. The radiative transfer equation is then
solved, given this order zero history. Corrections to the net
decay rates to the ground state are then evaluated, and used
to compute a corrected recombination history. This proce-
dure can in principle be iterated, but because the correc-
tions are small, it is essentially converged after one
iteration. Our solution, on the other hand, is nonperturba-
tive, in the sense that we solve simultaneously for the
radiation field and the recombination history. A detailed
code comparison is in progress, and a full error budget will
be presented once it is completed.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review
the effective three-level atom model and discuss its limi-
tations. We then review the standard MLA computation
and describe the effective MLA method in Sec. III. We
show that weak transitions to the ground state from excited
states with n  3 can in fact be accounted for almost
exactly with an effective four-level atom model. Two-
photon processes and frequency diffusion are formally
described in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we present our numerical
solution for the radiative transfer equation. We use a new
method of solution, extending that of Ref. [24] to account
for frequency diffusion, that allows to solve for the atomic
populations and the radiation field simultaneously. We
describe our treatment of helium recombination in
Sec. VI. We conclude in Sec. VII. Appendix A demon-
strates some relations satisfied by the effective rates,
Appendix B describes how we extrapolate the effective
rates to an infinite number of excited states, Appendix C
describes our ordinary differential equation (ODE) inte-
grator, and Appendix D derives an analytic expression for
the post-Saha expansion used at early times in hydrogen
recombination.
Throughout this paper we use a flat background CDM
cosmology with T0 ¼ 2:728 K, bh2 ¼ 0:022, mh2 ¼
0:13, h
2 ¼ 0:343, YHe ¼ 0:24 and N;eff ¼ 3:04.
II. HYDROGEN RECOMBINATION: OVERVIEW
A. The effective three-level atom model
The basic process of primordial hydrogen recombina-
tion was already well understood in the late sixties. The
seminal papers by Peebles [1] and Zeldovich et al. [2]
established the following picture. Direct recombinations
to the ground state are highly inefficient, as they produce
photons that can immediately ionize another hydrogen
atom. Electrons and protons can therefore recombine effi-
ciently only to the excited states of hydrogen. This situ-
ation is familiar in the study of the interstellar medium: it is
referred to as ‘‘case-B’’ recombination (see e.g. Ref. [39]).
Once they have recombined to one of the excited states of
hydrogen, electrons ‘‘cascade down’’ to the n ¼ 2 shell, on
a much shorter time scale than the overall recombination
1
HYREC is available for download at the following url: http://
www.tapir.caltech.edu/~yacine/hyrec/hyrec.html.
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time scale. Denoting nH the total number density of
hydrogen, xe ¼ ne=nH the free electron fraction and
x2 ¼ nHðn¼2Þ=nH the fraction of hydrogen in the excited
state, the effective rate of recombinations to n ¼ 2 shell
can be written as
_x 2jrec ¼  _xe ¼ nHx2eBðTmÞ  x2BðTrÞ; (1)
where Tm is the matter temperature, locked to the radiation
temperature Tr by Thomson scattering at most times during
recombination, B is the case-B recombination coefficient,
and B is the corresponding photoionization rate, which
can be obtained from B by the principle of detailed
balance:
BðTrÞ ¼ ge4 e
E2=TrnHBðTm ¼ TrÞ; (2)
where we have defined
ge  ð2eTrÞ
3=2
h3nH
; (3)
where e is the reduced mass of the electron-proton
system.
Once they have reached the n ¼ 2 shell, electrons can
reach the ground state by emitting a Lyman- photon from
the 2p state. Because of the very high optical depth of the
Lyman- transition, emitted photons will however almost
certainly be reabsorbed by another atom. The way out of
this bottleneck is for photons to redshift below the Ly
resonant frequency due to cosmological expansion. The net
rate of decays to the ground state from the 2p state is then
just the rate at which photons redshift across the line and
escape reabsorption:
_x 1sj2p ¼  _x2pj1s ¼ RLyðx2p  3x1seE21=TrÞ; (4)
where x1s is the fraction of hydrogen in the ground state
and the second term accounts for Ly absorptions and is
obtained by detailed balance. The rate of escape of Ly
photons is given by
RLy  8H
3nHx1s
3
Ly
: (5)
Equations (4) and (5) can be derived in the Sobolev ap-
proximation, in the limit of large Sobolev optical depth
(see, for example, Ref. [15]).
The escape rate of Ly photons is comparable to the
rate of the slow two-photon decays from the 2s state,
2s;1s  8:22 s1, and the latter process must therefore
be accounted for. The net rate of two-photon decays from
the 2s state is
_x 1sj2s ¼  _x2sj1s ¼ 2s;1sðx2s  x1seE21=TrÞ; (6)
where the second term accounts for two-photon absorp-
tions and can be obtained by a detailed balance argument.
Because of the strong thermal radiation bath, the excited
states of hydrogen are near Boltzmann equilibrium with
each other, x2p ¼ 3x2s ¼ ð3=4Þx2. The rate of change of
the population of the n ¼ 2 shell due to decays to the
ground state is therefore
_x 2j1s ¼

3
4
RLy þ 142s;1s

ð4x1seE21=Tr  x2Þ: (7)
The last step is to realize that the atomic rates, even for
the slow 2s! 1s decays or the slow escape out of the
Ly resonance, are many orders of magnitude larger than
the overall recombination rate, which is of the order of
(10 times) the Hubble expansion rate, that is 1013 
1012 s1. The population of the n ¼ 2 shell can therefore
be obtained to high accuracy in the steady state approxi-
mation, i.e., assuming that the rate of recombinations to the
n ¼ 2 shell equals the rate of transitions to the ground
state:
_x 2 ¼ _x2jrec þ _x2j1s  0: (8)
We can therefore solve for x2 and obtain
x2 ¼
nHx
2
eB þ ð3RLy þ2s;1sÞx1seE21=Tr
B þ 34RLy þ 142s;1s
: (9)
From Eq. (1) we then obtain the rate of change of the free
electron fraction:
_x e ¼ CðnHx2eB  4x1sBeE21=TrÞ; (10)
where the Peebles C factor is given by
C 
3
4RLy þ 142s;1s
B þ 34RLy þ 142s;1s
: (11)
As noted by Peebles, this factor represents the probability
that an atom initially the n ¼ 2 shell reaches the ground
state before being photoionized. Note that we could have
obtained the same equation starting from _xe ¼  _x1s ¼
ð _x1sj2p þ _x1sj2sÞ (this is because we have set _x2 ¼ 0).
At all relevant times during the epoch of hydrogen
recombination, x2  1, and therefore x1s ¼ 1 xe. If
matter and radiation temperatures are set to be equal,
Eq. (10) is therefore a simple ordinary differential equation
for xe, that can be easily integrated. A simple improve-
ment is to also explicitly follow the matter temperature
evolution, which is determined by the Compton evolution
equation:
_T m ¼ 2HTm þ 8TarT
4
r xeðTr  TmÞ
3ð1þ fHe þ xeÞmec ; (12)
where T is the Thomson cross section, ar is the radiation
constant, me is the electron mass and fHe is the He:H ratio
by number of nuclei.
The simple yet insightful picture presented here is
known as the effective three-level atom model. It provides
a good approximation for the recombination problem.
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It is however not sufficiently accurate for high-precision
cosmology.
B. Hydrogen recombination phenomenology
We show in Fig. 1 the evolution of the Peebles C factor
and the population of the n ¼ 2 shell relative to its value
in Saha equilibrium with the continuum, as a function of
redshift, for a standard recombination history. We can see
that there are two distinct regimes.
At early times (z * 1000), electrons in the n ¼ 2 shell
have a high probability of being photoionized, and the C
factor is much smaller than unity, C 1. As a conse-
quence, the population of the n ¼ 2 shell is very close to
Saha equilibrium with the continuum
x2  x2jSaha  4ge e
E2=Tmx2e: (13)
The rate of change of the free electron fraction is then
approximately equal to the rate of decays from the n ¼ 2
shell:
_x eðz * 1000Þ  _x2j1sðx2 ¼ x2jSahaÞ: (14)
During that period, the recombination rate is therefore
virtually independent of the exact value of the recombina-
tion coefficient, but is strongly dependent on the small net
decay rate from the n ¼ 2 shell to the ground state. This is
usually referred to as the ‘‘n ¼ 2 bottleneck’’ and has
motivated abundant work on radiative transfer in the
vicinity of the Lyman transitions [15–18,20–24,26,27].
The result from this series of papers is that to the level of
accuracy required by Planck, Lyman transitions up to
Ly must be included, properly accounting for feedback
between them. In addition, the radiation field must be
solved for with a radiative transfer calculation, accounting
for two-photon transitions and frequency diffusion in
the Lyman- line. We consider all these effects in
Sec. IV and V.
At late times (z & 700), C  1, and the n ¼ 2 shell is no
longer in Saha equilibrium with the continuum (note that it
is not in Boltzmann equilibrium with the ground state
either, as the rate of recombinations to the n ¼ 2 shell
dominates over the net rate of two-photon or Ly 
absorptions from the ground state). The free electron frac-
tion is many orders of magnitude above the value it would
have in Saha equilibrium because of the slow recombina-
tion rate. In that case, the second term in Eq. (10) is
negligible and the evolution of the free electron fraction
becomes
_x eðz & 700Þ  nHx2eB: (15)
As we can see, the evolution of the free electron fraction is
then virtually independent of the rate of decays to the
ground state from the n ¼ 2 shell, but is highly sensitive
to the exact value of the effective recombination coeffi-
cient. Moreover, the assumption that the excited states
are in Boltzmann equilibrium with each other breaks
down at late times because of the decrease in the radiation
temperature. An accurate recombination rate at late
times can only be obtained in a full multilevel atom cal-
culation, that accounts for (possibly stimulated) bound-
bound and bound-free transitions between all—at least,
a large number of—the excited states of hydrogen
[8,11–13]. We will review the multilevel atom calculations
in Sec. III.
Of course, at intermediate redshits 700 & z & 1000
both the exact recombination rate and the rate of decays
to the ground state are important and should be carefully
accounted for.
III. THE MULTILEVEL ATOM
In this section we first present the ‘‘standard’’ multilevel
atom (MLA) method [8], then review the effective MLA
(hereafter EMLA) method of solution that we presented in
Paper I and that allows for a fast computation of recombi-
nation histories.
A. The standard multilevel atom method
The effective three-level atom equations may be easily
generalized to account for an arbitrarily large number of
excited states of hydrogen (in practice, one must of course
impose a cutoff). We denote xnl the fractional abundance
of hydrogen atoms in the excited state with principal
quantum number n and angular momentum quantum num-
ber l. The generalization of Eq. (1) is then, for n  2:
_x nljrec ¼ nHx2enlðTm; TrÞ  xnlnlðTrÞ; (16)
where nlðTm; TrÞ is the recombination coefficient to the
excited state nl, including stimulated recombinations, and
nlðTrÞ is rate of photoionizations from nl by blackbody
photons.
The effective three-level atom model does not account
for bound-bound transitions between excited states (except
for instantaneous spontaneous decays that ultimately lead
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FIG. 1. Peebles C factor [Eq. (11)] and ratio of the population
of the n ¼ 2 shell to its value in Saha equilibrium with the
continuum, as a function of redshift.
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to the n ¼ 2 shell). Transitions between the nl and n0l0
states (with n, n0  2) change their populations at the rate
_x nljn0l0 ¼  _xn0l0 jnl ¼ xn0l0Rn0l0;nlðTrÞ  xnlRnl;n0l0 ðTrÞ;
(17)
where the bound-bound transition rate from nl to n0l0,
Rnl;n0l0 ðTrÞ, is the rate of absorptions of blackbody photons
resonant with the transition if n < n0 and the rate of spon-
taneous and stimulated decays if n > n0. We give explicit
expressions of the bound-bound and bound-free rates and
explain how we compute them in Paper I.
Finally, the rate of decays to the ground state from the 2s
state are given by Eq. (6) (we will see how to make this rate
more accurate in Sec. IVA). In the Sobolev approximation,
the net decay rate from the np states to the ground state is
given by a generalization of Eq. (4), accounting for feed-
back between optically thick Lyman lines:
_x 1sjnp ¼  _xnpj1s ¼ RLyn½xnp  3x1sfþnp; (18)
where RLyn  ðLy=LynÞ3RLy is the rate at which pho-
tons redshift out of the Lyman-n line (with the convention
that Ly 2 is Ly), and fþnp is the photon occupation
number incoming on the blue side of the Ly n transition.
If no radiative processes affect the radiation field between
neighboring Lyman lines, then
fþnpðzÞ ¼ fnþ1;pðz0Þ; (19)
where the earlier redshift z0 is given by
z0 ¼ Lyn
Lyðnþ1Þ
ð1þ zÞ  1: (20)
In the optically thick limit which is valid here, the photon
occupation number on the red side of the Ly n line is
given by fnp ¼ xnp=ð3x1sÞ.
For excited states nl other than 2s and np, not radia-
tively connected to the ground state, we have _xnlj1s ¼ 0.
The recombination history can then be computed by
evolving simultaneously the system of differential equa-
tions:
_x nl ¼ _xnljrec þ
X
n02;l0
_xnljn0l0 þ _xnlj1s (21)
_x e ¼  _x1s ¼ _x2sj1s þ
X
n2
_xnpj1s; (22)
where in the last equation we used xe ¼ 1 x1s, valid as
the fractional abundance of hydrogen in the excited states
is always much less than unity. The atomic transition rates
are many orders of magnitude larger than the overall
recombination rate (of the order of the Hubble rate). A
highly accurate approximation therefore consists in first
solving for the populations of the excited states in the
steady state approximation. This first step amounts to
solving a large system of linear algebraic equations. The
populations x2s, xnp can then be used in Eq. (22) to evolve
the free electron fraction.
This generalization of the three-level atom model is
relatively straightforward conceptually. Its practical imple-
mentation is, however, very time-consuming. It requires
solving a very large system of algebraic equations at
each time step (or evolving the same number of stiff
differential equations). If one accounts for excited states
up to principal quantum number nmax, then the number
of equations is N ¼ nmaxðnmax þ 1Þ=2, which, for nmax *
100, exceeds several thousands. Furthermore, the computa-
tional cost of an exact linear system solution scales as
OðN3Þ, although this can be significantly sped up by using
the sparseness of the system due to selection rules [12] and
iterative solution techniques [37]. In the following section,
we review the much more efficient yet exactly equivalent
effective MLA method.
B. The effective multilevel atom method
1. General description
The effective multilevel atom method, described in
Paper I, relies on three aspects of the primordial recombi-
nation problem. First, the time scales for transitions out of
the excited states are much shorter than the overall recom-
bination time scale—this property is used when solving for
the populations of the excited states in the steady state
approximation in the standard MLA method. This allows
us to factor all the nearly instantaneous transitions involv-
ing the ‘‘interior’’ excited states (which are not radiatively
connected to the ground state) into effective transitions
into and out of the smaller set of ‘‘interface’’ states which
are radiatively connected to the ground state. Second, all
bound-bound and bound-free transitions for which the
lower state is an excited state are optically thin, and there-
fore do not distort the ambient blackbody radiation field in
the vicinity of the corresponding frequencies. All the tran-
sition rates between ‘‘interior’’ states therefore only de-
pend on the radiation temperature Tr (as well as atomic
physics constants). This translates into a simple depen-
dence for the effective rates, which are functions of the
matter (through recombinations of thermal electrons and
protons) and radiation temperatures only. If collisional
transitions are included, they will depend additionally on
the free electron (of equivalently the free proton) abun-
dance. Finally, the set of ‘‘interface’’ states that need to be
considered is small. In principle, 2s and all the p states
need to be considered as ‘‘interface’’ states; however, in
practice only the lowest order Lyman transitions signifi-
cantly affect the recombination rate, explicitly only Ly,
Ly and Ly [14,15]. In addition, when considering two-
photon transitions from higher levels, one should in prin-
ciple add the ns and nd states as ‘‘interface’’ states.
However, only two-photon transitions from 2s, 3s and
3d, are important (and 4s, 4d at the level of a few 104)
[24,27]. This means that one needs to pretabulate only a
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few functions of temperature that fully account for the
multilevel structure of hydrogen. These tabulated effective
rates can then be interpolated when computing a recombi-
nation history with an effective few-level atom model. As
we will show in Sec. III B 2, we can in fact further simplify
the problem to an effective four-level atom model with
virtually no loss of accuracy.
Following Paper I, we denoteAiðTm; TrÞ the effective
recombination coefficient to the ‘‘interface’’ state i,BiðTrÞ
the effective photoionization rate from this state, and
Ri;jðTrÞ the transfer rate from the interface state i to the
interface state j (the dependences are valid in the purely
radiative case; when collisions are included, all effective
rates depend on Tm, Tr, ne). They are obtained as follows:
for the effective recombination coefficients,
A i ¼ i þ
X
K
KP
i
K; (23)
for the effective ionization coefficient,
B i ¼ i þ
X
K
Ri;KP
e
K; (24)
and for the effective interstate transition rates,
R i;j ¼ Ri;j þ
X
K
Ri;KP
j
K: (25)
Here K is a general index for ‘‘interior’’ states, PiK is the
probability that an electron initially in the ‘‘interior’’ state
K ultimately reaches the ‘‘interface’’ state i, and PeK is
the probability that an atom initially in the state K
ultimately gets photoionized. These probabilities are the
solutions of the linear systems [14]:
PiK ¼
X
L
RK;L
K
PiL þ
RK;i
K
(26)
and
PeK ¼
X
L
RK;L
K
PeL þ
K
K
; (27)
where
K 
X
L
RK;L þ
X
i
RK;i þ K (28)
is the inverse lifetime of the state K.
The net decay rate from the interface state i to the
ground state can always be expressed as a linear function
of xi:
_x 1sji ¼  _xij1s ¼ xi ~Ri;1s  x1s ~R1s;i; (29)
where we emphasize with this notation that in general the
net decay rates may depend in a complicated way on the
current and past values of the free electron fraction, as
well as on cosmological parameters—see, for example,
Eqs. (18) and (5) for the net np! 1s decay rate. This
contrasts with the bound-bound rates between excited
states, which only depend on atomic constants and the
radiation temperature.
Once the effective bound-bound and bound-free rates for
the interface states are tabulated, the recombination history
can be computed by evolving the small set of ordinary
differential equations:
_xi ¼ x2enHAi þ
X
ji
xjRj;i þ x1s ~R1s;i
 xi

Bi þ
X
ji
Ri;j þ ~Ri;1s

(30)
and
_x e ¼ 
X
i
ðnHx2eAi  xiBiÞ (31)
¼  _x1s ¼
X
i
ðx1s ~R1s;i  xi ~Ri;1sÞ; (32)
where Eqs. (31) and (32) are equivalent as the fractional
abundance of excited hydrogen is very small. In practice,
the population of the effective states can once again be
solved in the steady state approximation. Equation (30)
becomes a system of a few algebraic linear equations, and
in that case Eqs. (31) and (32) are mathematically equiva-
lent since we set _xi ¼ 0 [this can be seen by summing
Eq. (30) over i].
Equations (30) and (31), along with the definitions for
the effective coefficients Eqs. (23)–(28), are strictly
equivalent to the standard MLA equations presented in
the previous section, as was derived in Paper I [Eq. (31)
was not derived in that paper and we give a proof in
Appendix A 2]. The advantage of the new method is that
the system of equations that need to be solved at each time
step is much smaller, as only the low-lying s, p, d states
need to be followed. In the following section we show that
we can actually further reduce the problem to an effective
four-level atom model.
2. Further simplification: the effective four-level atom
If we wish to follow n ‘‘interface’’ states, then the
system of Eqs. (30), in the steady state approximation, is
a n 	 n system. Moreover, one needs to interpolate n
functions of 2 variables (the effective recombination co-
efficients—the effective photoionization rates are obtained
by detailed balance), and nðn  1Þ=2 functions of 1
variable (half of the effective bound-bound rates, the other
half being obtained by detailed balance). Here we show
how this system can be further reduced to a 2	 2 system
involving only 2s and 2p, requiring only 2 functions of
2 variables and 2n  3 functions of one variable, with
virtually no loss of accuracy.
From now on we use the general index K for all states
with principal quantum number n  3. Even if some of the
states with n  3 are radiatively connected to the ground
state, one can still formally define the effective transition
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rates Eqs. (23)–(25) for the 2s and 2p states because of the
near-instantaneity of transitions out of the excited states.
However, these coefficients do not have a simple tempera-
ture dependence anymore, and are therefore not well suited
for fast interpolation. Indeed, the probabilities PiK and P
e
K,
where i ¼ 2s, 2p, are still defined by Eqs. (26) and (27),
but the inverse lifetime of the state K, Eq. (28), should now
account for the net downward transition rate to the ground
state, and one should make the replacement:
K ! ~K  KðTrÞ þ ~RK;1s; (33)
where we define KðTrÞ is the inverse lifetime of the K-th
interface state when transitions to the ground state are not
included. In addition, we need to define additional effective
transition rates with the ground state. For i ¼ 2s, 2p, we
define
~R i;1s  ~Ri;1s þ
X
K
Ri;K ~P
1s
K (34)
and
~R 1s;i  ~R1s;i þ
X
K
~R1s;KP
i
K; (35)
where the probabilities ~P1sK must satisfy the self-
consistency relations
~P 1sK ¼
X
L
RK;L
~K
~P1sL þ
~RK;1s
~K
: (36)
The standard MLA equations, in the steady state approxi-
mation for the excited states with n  3, can then be shown
to be exactly equivalent to the following set of equations:
for the net rate of production of 2s,
_x2s ¼ x2enHA2s þ x2pR2p;2s þ x1s ~R1s;2s
 x2sðB2s þR2s;2p þ ~R2s;1sÞ; (37)
for the net rate of production of 2p,
_x2p ¼ x2enHA2p þ x2sR2s;2p þ x1s ~R1s;2p
 x2pðB2p þR2p;2s þ ~R2p;1sÞ; (38)
and for either the net recombination rate or the net rate of
generation of H(1s),
_x e ¼
X
i¼2s;2p
½xiBi  x2enHAi (39)
¼ X
i¼2s;2p

x1s
~R1s;i  xi ~Ri;1s

: (40)
The proof of equivalence is a simple generalization of
that of Paper I and we do not reproduce it here. Note that
we use the same notation for the effective rates indepen-
dently of the number of ‘‘interface’’ states considered, but
they obviously have a different meaning that should be
clear from the context.
The coefficients in the above system are in principle not
simple functions of temperature anymore if one wishes to
account for the transitions to the ground state from excited
states with n  3. We can nevertheless simplify their ex-
pressions with some minimal approximations. We start by
noticing that for excited states nl with n  3, the rate of
spontaneous decays to the n0, l
 1 states with 1< n0 < n
is much larger than the net decay rate to the ground
state. For the 3p state, for example, we find that in the
Sobolev approximation for Ly decays, ~R3p;1s=A3p;2s <
8	 106 for 200< z < 1600, where A3p;2s is the Einstein
A-coefficient of the 3p! 2s transition. Therefore, to an
excellent accuracy (with relative errors of order ~RK;1s=K),
one can neglect ~RK;1s in Eq. (33), and simply use KðTrÞ
instead of ~K wherever the latter appears. With this ap-
proximation, the rate coefficients A2s=2p, B2s=2p and
R2s;2p are simply the usual effective rates computed in
the case that only 2s and 2p are considered as interface
states, and depend only on matter and radiation tempera-
tures. We explain in Appendix B how we obtain effective
rates extrapolated to nmax ¼ 1.
We show in Appendix A 3 that using ~K  KðTrÞ in
Eq. (36), we can rewrite Eq. (34) as
~R i;1s ¼ ~Ri;1s þ
X
K
~RK;1s
gK
gi
eEK2=TrPiKðTrÞ; (41)
where gK, gi are the statistical weights of the statesK, i and
EK2  EK  E2 is the energy difference between the state
K and the n ¼ 2 shell.
In addition, the populations of the ‘‘weak’’ interface
states XK are sometimes required—for example the photon
occupation number depends on the populations of the s and
d states, see Sec. VB. We show in Appendix A 4 that the
following relation is verified for Tm ¼ Tr:
XKjTm¼Tr ¼
gK
ge
eEK=TrPeKðTrÞx2e
þ X
i¼2s;2p
gK
gi
eEK=TrPiKðTrÞxi: (42)
In fact, Tm < Tr and the coefficient of x
2
e in the above
equation should be slightly higher. In practice though,
jTm=Tr  1j< 1% for z * 500, and for lower redshifts
PeK  1 and transitions to the ground state are unimportant
anyway, so the above equation is very accurate.
We therefore only need to tabulate the additional
2ðn  2Þ functions P2sK ðTrÞ and P2pK ðTrÞ to account for
n  2 ‘‘weak’’ interface states in addition to 2s and 2p
(note that PeK ¼ 1 P2sK  P2pK ).
In practice, we can further reduce the computational
load by simply using P2sns ¼ P2snd ¼ P2pnp ¼ 0, P2pns ¼ P2pnd ¼
P2snp ¼ 1. This amounts to assuming that for n  3, ns
and nd states are in Boltzmann equilibrium with 2p,
whereas np states are in Boltzmann equilibrium with
2s—see Eq. (42), and rewriting transitions from n  3
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states as transitions from the n ¼ 2 state to which they are
tightly coupled. This is extremely accurate at all times
when two-photon transitions significantly affect recombi-
nation. The validity of this statement is somewhat weaker
for the n ¼ 4 states, which are somewhat in between
equilibrium with the 2s state and the 2p state (because
allowed transitions connect them to both states). However,
as decays from 4p, 4s and 4d only marginally affect
recombination anyway (at the level of a few 104), and
2s and 2p are very close to equilibrium at the relevant
times, this approximation is still very accurate. We explic-
itly checked that using the approximate values for the PiK
instead of their exact values in Eqs. (35), (41), and (42)
leads to maximum errors on the recombination history
jxej=xe < 3	 105.
We illustrate the formulation adopted in this paper sche-
matically in Fig. 2.
The system of Eqs. (37)–(39) is just the extension of
Peebles effective three-level atom to an effective four-level
atom, properly accounting for the nonzero radiation field,
the nearly instantaneous multiple transitions between ex-
cited states, the fact that 2s and 2p are out of Boltzmann
equilibrium, and possibly additional radiative transfer ef-
fects and decays from higher shells through the appropriate
coefficients ~R. Making the usual steady state assumption
for the excited states, we can first solve for x2s and x2p
and then evolve xe. When using the simple 2p$ 1s and
2s$ 1s transition rates of Sec. II A, the system is simple
enough that we may write the function _xe explicitly as an
illustration:
_xe ¼ C2sðnHx2eA2s  x1sB2seE21=TrÞ
 C2pðnHx2eA2p  3x1sB2peE21=TrÞ; (43)
where the C factors are given by
C2s 
2s;1s þR2s!2p RLy2p
2s R2s!2p R2p!2s2p
; (44)
and
C2p 
RLy þR2p!2s 2s;1s2s
2p R2p!2s R2s!2p2s
; (45)
and where we have used the effective inverse lifetimes
2s  B2s þR2s;2p þ2s;1s and
2p  B2p þR2p;2s þ RLy: (46)
In Fig. 3 we show the changes to the recombination history
resulting from an accurate effective multilevel computa-
tion, as compared to the effective three-level atom compu-
tation, using in both cases the simple decay rates to the
ground state described in Sec. II A. For comparison,
we also show the resulting changes when using an effective
three-level atom model with a fudge factor F ¼ 1:14 as in
the code RECFAST [9]. We checked that it is not possible to
reproduce the correct effective MLA computation with a
constant fudge factor in an effective three-level atom. We
find that the best fitting fudge factor would be F ¼ 1:126,
with relative errors reaching 0.2%. In any case, the effec-
tive MLA computation is so simple and computationally
efficient that the need for nonphysical fudge factors does
not arise.
In Fig. 4 we show the effect of adding higher-order
Lyman transitions and feedback between them. It is suffi-
cient to include Lyman transitions up to Ly, as neglecting
higher transitions leads to relative changes of 105 only
[15]. This initially speeds up recombination by adding
more decay paths to the ground state, then slows it down
due to delayed reabsorptions of Ly photons in the Ly
line. Our results are similar to those of Ref. [17].
1s
2s 2p
3s 3p 3d
e- + p+
“interior” states
“weak 
interface”
states
“interface” states
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the hydrogen atom, with
the nomenclature used in this paper. Slow transitions from the
‘‘weak interface’’ states to the ground state are counted as
transitions from the n ¼ 2 state with which they are in equilib-
rium.
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z
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x e
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RecFast vs Peebles
EMLA (2s-2p) vs Peebles
FIG. 3. Fractional changes in the ionization history relative to
the effective three-level atom model. The ‘‘RecFast’’ model is an
effective three-level atom with the case-B recombination coef-
ficient multiplied by a fudge factor F ¼ 1:14. The same pre-
scription for the evolution of the matter temperature is used in all
cases, see Sec. VE.
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For now on, our ‘‘base’’ model will be the effective
multilevel atom model with Lyman-,  and  transitions
and feedback between them (assuming a blackbody radia-
tion field incoming on Ly). In the next sections we graft
two-photon processes onto this base model.
IV. TWO-PHOTON PROCESSES:
FORMAL DESCRIPTION
A. Overview
It is well known since the first works on primordial
recombination that 2s! 1s two-photon decays signifi-
cantly contribute to the recombination dynamics [1,2].
Even with a relatively low decay rate, the forbidden
2s! 1s decays are indeed comparable in efficiency to
the highly self-absorbed Lyman- transition; in fact,
more than half of hydrogen atoms have formed through
the 2s! 1s channel [40]. This process was traditionally
accounted for with the total 2s! 1s decay rate in a
vacuum, 2s;1s  8:22 s1, with a two-photon absorption
rate obtained by detailed balance considerations. For the
level of accuracy required for future CMB experiments,
one needs to account for stimulated two-photon decays
[22] and nonthermal absorptions [23,24].
Recently, it was suggested that two-photon decays from
higher lying ns and nd states may also lead to percent level
corrections to the recombination history [25]. Inclusion of
such decays presents an additional conceptual difficulty
which was not present for the 2s! 1s decays: the problem
of double-counting. Indeed, there is no fundamental dif-
ference between a sequence of two allowed one-photon
transitions nl! n0p, n0p! 1s, with 1< n0 < n, and
a two-photon decay from the nl state near resonance
(i.e., where the energy of the two photons are near Enn0
and En01, respectively). Approximate solutions were pre-
sented in Refs. [25,26,41] (for a review, see Ref. [24]). The
double-counting problem as well as the reabsorption prob-
lem were resolved with a numerical approach, solving
the radiative transfer equations for the photon field in
Ref. [24], which also provided analytic approximations
to check the validity of the numerical result. In this work,
we will use the same numerical method as in Ref. [24],
which we then extend to account for frequency diffusion
near the Ly line. In this section, we review the formalism
presented in Ref. [24] and how to solve the double-
counting problem. In Sec. V we will describe our numeri-
cal method for solving simultaneously the radiative trans-
fer equation and the evolution of the atomic level
populations.
B. Two-photon decays and Raman scattering
We start by defining the coefficient:
dnl
d
 
6
fs
303
108ð2lþ 1ÞE6I
jMðÞj2; (47)
where the matrix element MðÞ is given by Eq. (B5) of
Ref. [24], and 0  j n1j, where n1 is the frequency
of the Ly n transition. For  < n1, dnl=d is the
rate of spontaneous two-photon decays from nl per fre-
quency interval. For  > n1, dnl=d	 f0 (where f is
the photon occupation number at frequency ) is the
rate of spontaneous Raman scatterings per frequency in-
terval per atom initially in nl (in the notation of Ref. [24],
dnl=d ¼ dKnl=d for  > n1). The function dnl=d
is continuous across  ¼ n1, where it vanishes.
We can now write the net rate of nl$ 1s two-photon
transitions per frequency interval per hydrogen atom, for
which the highest energy photon has frequency  < n1:
nlð<n1Þ¼dnld

xnlð1þf0 Þð1þfÞgnlg1s x1sf
0f

:
(48)
For  > n1, the appropriate rate is that of Raman scatter-
ing events:
nlð>n1Þ¼dnld

xnlf0 ð1þfÞgnlg1s x1sð1þf
0 Þf

;
(49)
In both cases, we can assume that the photon occupation
number for the low-energy photons is that of a blackbody,
since the optical depth for two-photon absorption of the
low-energy photons is tiny (for a discussion, see Ref. [24]).
We therefore set f0 ¼ ðeh0=Tr  1Þ1. Moreover, the
photon occupation number for frequencies  > Ly=2 is
much smaller than unity: f  1. This means that we can
neglect stimulated emission by the high-energy photons in
Eqs. (48) and (49). Given these considerations, the net rate
of two-photon transitions can be written in the following
form, valid for both  < n1 and  > n1:
nlðÞ ¼ dnld je
hðn1Þ=Tr  1j1
	

xnl  gnlg1s x1se
hðn1Þ=Trf

: (50)
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FIG. 4. Fractional changes in the ionization history when in-
cluding higher-order Lyman transitions and feedback between
them, compared to the effective multilevel atom model with 2s
and 2p only.
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C. Resonant scattering in Lyman-
We now consider pure scattering events:
H ð1sÞ þ ! Hð1sÞ þ : (51)
In the low-frequency limit this corresponds to the familiar
Rayleigh scattering phenomenon; the cross section how-
ever has resonances at the Lyman-series lines, which cor-
respond to resonant Rayleigh scattering.
Rayleigh scattering events conserve the photon fre-
quency in the atom’s rest frame. In the comoving frame
(frame in which the CMB appears isotropic), the frequency
of the scattered photon appears shifted due to the thermal
motions of the scatterers. The frequencies of the incoming
and outgoing photons are however statistically correlated.
Mathematically, there is a definite probability distribution
pð; 0Þ, such that pð; 0Þd0 is the probability that the
outgoing photon has frequency in ½0; 0 þ d0 given that
the incoming photon had frequency , and this function
generally depends on both  and 0. For Tm  h, which
is the case near the Lyman lines, the variance of the
frequency shifts imparted by thermally moving atoms is
given by
h	2i 
Z
ð0  Þ2pð; 0Þd0 ¼ 2Tm
mHc
2
2: (52)
The rate of injection of photons per frequency interval
at frequency , due to resonant Rayleigh scattering in
Ly , can be written in the general form (neglecting
stimulated scatterings):
1sðÞ ¼ x1s
Z
f0Rð0; Þd0 
Z
fRð; 0Þd0

;
(53)
where Rð; 0Þ ¼ d1sd pð; 0Þ is the differential rate of
scatterings per hydrogen atom in the ground state, per
unit frequency interval for both the incoming and outgoing
photons (it has units of s1 Hz2). The scattering kernel
must respect detailed balance:
Rð; 0Þeh=Tm ¼ Rð0; Þeh0=Tm : (54)
To be fully general one should compute the scattering
kernel from first principles. However, simplifications can
be easily made in various regimes.
Far from any resonance, the rate of redshifting due to the
Hubble expansion is much larger than the rate of frequency
diffusion due to scattering (see, for example, the discussion
in Ref. [15]). We can neglect Rayleigh scattering there, and
set 1sðÞ ¼ 0.
Near Lyman resonances, we have
d1s
d
ð  n1Þ  3Anp;1spnsc
V;nðÞ; (55)
where pnsc ¼ Anp;1s=np is the scattering probability in
the Lyman-n line (the complementary events being
two-photon absorptions and two-photon photoionizations),
and 
V;nðÞ is the Voigt profile for the Ly n line. In the
Doppler core, we can approximate the partial redistribution
induced by scattering events by a complete redistribution,
i.e., approximate pð; 0Þ  
V;nðÞ  
D;nðÞ, where

D is the Doppler profile. This approximation is valid
because in the Doppler core, complete redistribution re-
covers the correct rms frequency shift during scattering
events, Eq. (52) (if one averages over the frequencies of
absorbed photons).
In the damping wings of Lyman resonances above Ly,
the rate of scatterings is of the same order as the rate of
two-photon absorptions. Each scattering event shifts the
photon frequency by a very small amount compared to
the width over which the radiation field varies (	rms=
2:5	 105). Partial redistribution is therefore essentially
coherent in the comoving frame, i.e., pð; 0Þ  	ð0  Þ,
which implies 1sðÞ  0. For a more quantitative argu-
ment, see Ref. [15].
The only frequency regime where Rayleigh scattering
affects the radiation field in a nontrivial way is in the
damping wings of Ly. In this line, indeed, scattering
events are much more frequent than two-photon absorption
events (by a factor of104). Resonant scattering therefore
leads to a significant diffusion in frequency. Because
the frequency shifts are small compared to the width over
which the radiation field varies, the integral scattering
operator can be approximated by a second order differen-
tial operator—a Fokker-Planck operator [20,21,42,43]. For
the purpose of numerical implementation, the relevant
properties are (i) the fact that this operator is nearly local
(it only connects neighboring bins in frequency) (ii) it must
respect detailed balance and (iii) the diffusion rate must be
correct. We will explain our numerical method for the
implementation of Lyman- diffusion in Sec. VA.
We note that a number of analytic treatments of
Lyman- scattering in the recombination epoch have
been proposed in the past [43–47]. However, since two-
photon emission and absorption act on the same region of
frequency space, and since both processes involve high
optical depth, an accurate recombination history can only
be obtained by considering all processes simultaneously.
D. The radiative transfer equation
The radiative transfer equation for the photon occupa-
tion number is
@f
@t
H@f
@
¼ c
3nH
82
 X
n2;l
nlðÞ þ 1sðÞ

; (56)
where the left-hand-side is the derivative of the photon
occupation number along a photon trajectory in the ex-
panding universe, and the prefactor on the right-hand-side
converts the number of photons per unit frequency per
hydrogen atom to the photon occupation number.
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E. Inclusion in the effective multilevel atom
rate equations
1. Formal two-photon decay rates
As mentioned earlier, including two-photon decays
from states with n > 2 and Raman scattering events poses
a double-counting problem. In principle, to avoid this
double-counting issue, one should discard ‘‘1þ 1’’ decays
(or decays following an absorption event, which is like a
Raman scattering event on resonance) altogether. If one
were to pursue this idea, one should not consider the p
states at all anymore (as they are formally only intermedi-
ate states in two-photon processes), but consider all s and d
states as ‘‘interface states’’ and allow for two-photon re-
combinations to the ground state. The two-photon nl$ 1s
transition rates would then become
_x nljð2Þ1s ¼  _x1sjð2Þnl ¼ x1s ~Rtotal1s;nl  xnl ~Rtotalnl;1s; (57)
where the formal transition rates are given by
~R total1s;nl 
Z dnl
d
gnl
g1s
jehðn1Þ=Tr  1j1fd (58)
and
~R totalnl;1s 
Z dnl
d
jehðn1Þ=Tr  1j1d; (59)
where the integrals run from n1=2 to c. In principle
Eq. (57)–(59) can be included in a standard or effective
multilevel atom code, provided one solves simultaneously
for the radiation field, using the radiative transfer equation
Eq. (56).
2. Decomposition into ‘‘1þ 1’’ transitions
and nonresonant contributions
Two-photon decays from higher excited states consti-
tute, however, a correction to the recombination history
computed in the standard ‘‘1þ 1’’ picture, and we would
like to implement it as such. We start by formally separat-
ing the integrals in Eqs. (58) and (59) in two contributions:
the resonant pieces, for   n01, and a nonresonant piece,
for frequencies far enough from any resonance. We there-
fore rewrite, formally,
~Rtotal1s;nl ¼
X
n0
~Rðn
0pÞ
1s;nl þ ~R1s;nl and
~Rtotalnl;1s ¼
X
n0
~Rðn
0pÞ
nl;1s þ ~Rnl;1s; (60)
where the resonant contributions ~Rðn
0pÞ
1s;nl and
~Rðn
0pÞ
nl;1s are de-
fined in a similar manner as in Eqs. (58) and (59), but with
the integration being carried over a narrow range  near
n01, and ~R1s;nl and ~Rnl;1s are the nonresonant pieces re-
quired to complete the total rates. So far the separation is
just formal and we have not made any approximation.
3. ‘‘1þ 1’’ Resonant contribution
We now notice that near a resonance   n01, the
two-photon differential decay rate dnl=d takes on the
following form (if n > n0):
dnl
d
n01
1
42
Anl;n0pAn0p;1s
ð n01Þ2 þ ðn0p=4Þ2
¼ Anl;n0p
An0p;1s
n0p

Lð n01; n0pÞ; (61)
where n0p is the total inverse lifetime of the state n
0p, and
the Lorentzian profile is given by

Lð; Þ  =ð4
2Þ
2 þ ð=4Þ2 : (62)
For n < n0, the first coefficient in Eq. (61) should be
gn0p=gnl 	 An0p;nl instead of Anl;n0p. When accounting for
the thermal motions of atoms, the Lorentzian profile should
be replaced by a Voigt profile. We can now approximate the
resonant pieces with the following expressions, valid for
both n < n0 and n > n0:
~R ðn
0pÞ
1s;nl  3An0p;1s fn01
Rn0p;nl
n0p
(63)
and
~R ðn
0pÞ
nl;1s  Rnl;n0p
An0p;1s
n0p
; (64)
where fn01 is the photon occupation number averaged
over the Voigt profile near the resonance   n01.
Equations (63) and (64) are exactly what one would obtain
in the ‘‘1þ 1’’ picture after ‘‘factoring out’’ the p states
(with a procedure similar to what is used to get rid of the
‘‘interior’’ states in the EMLA method). Having these
resonant rates is exactly equivalent to having optically
thin one-photon transitions between the nl and n0p states,
with rates Rnl;n0pðTrÞ and Rn0p;nlðTrÞ, and optically thick
Lyman transitions, with net rate
_x n0pj1s ¼  _x1sjn0p ¼ An0p;1sð3x1s fn0p  xn0pÞ: (65)
To obtain the net decay rates in the Lyman transitions, one
then needs to solve for the radiation field in the immediate
vicinity of Lyman resonances. If the frequency region for
which two-photon transitions are considered as ‘‘resonant’’
is narrow enough, this can be done in the Sobolev approxi-
mation. Indeed, all the relevant conditions are met (see also
discussion in Ref. [24]; for more details on the Sobolev
approximation, see, for example, Ref. [15]):
First, the two-photon absorption and emission profiles
can both be approximated by the same resonance profile
Eq. (61). This relies on the assumption that the blackbody
radiation field varies little across the ‘‘resonant’’ region,
and requires for its width to satisfy  Tr=h.
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Second, we argued in Sec. IVC that one could assume
complete frequency redistribution for resonant scattering
near the Doppler core of Lyman resonances. The ‘‘reso-
nant’’ region should therefore not exceed a few Doppler
widths.
Finally, if we consider regions in frequency narrow
enough around the resonances, we can use the steady state
approximation. This requires = 1.
We can see that considering the ‘‘resonant’’ region
around each Lyman resonance to be a few Doppler widths
wide meets all the requirements.
An additional assumption required here is that excited
states are near Boltzmann equilibrium, which is very ac-
curate at redshifts for which two-photon processes are
important. In the Sobolev approximation, and in the
limit of large Sobolev optical depth, Eq. (65) becomes
the standard Lyman decay rate Eq. (18), where fþnp is the
photon occupation number incoming on the resonance,
preprocessed by two-photon processes and diffusion in
the blue damping wing of the line.
The Sobolev approximation is probably the least accu-
rate for Ly decays where partial redistribution due to
resonant scattering is important. However, the large optical
depth to two-photon absorptions in the Lyman- blue
damping wing, in conjunction with frequent scatterings,
drive the radiation field to the equilibrium value f ¼
xn0p=ð3x1sÞeððhðn01ÞÞ=TmÞ over several Doppler widths
(of the order of 40 Doppler widths, see Ref. [15]). As a
consequence the net decay rate in the core of the resonance
is very small anyway. We checked that in the presence of
two-photon transitions and frequency diffusion, even set-
ting _xn0pj1s ¼ 0 instead of the expression given by Eq. (65)
leads to relative changes to the recombination history of at
most 7	 104. Given that frequency diffusion leads to
corrections of a few percent at most to the decay rate in
Ly when radiative transfer is treated carefully even at
the line center [20], we can be confident that using the
Sobolev approximation for the resonant contributions of
two-photon decays is accurate to better than 104.
4. ‘‘Pure two-photon’’ nonresonant contribution
In the previous section we discussed how two-photon
decays within a few Doppler widths of Lyman resonances
can in fact be accounted for in the standard ‘‘1þ 1’’
picture. To evaluate the nonresonant pieces, ~R1s;nl and
~Rnl;1s, we need to solve the radiative transfer equation,
Eq. (56), to obtain the photon occupation number. The
subject of Sec. V is to describe our numerical method of
solution.
Note that choosing the ‘‘resonant’’ regions to be a few
Doppler widths has an additional advantage. Since a
Doppler width is 103 times wider than the natural width
of Lyman lines, it is not necessary to account for the pole
displacements in the computation of the differential two-
photon decay rates in the nonresonant region. In addition,
the fraction of two-photon decays that are considered non-
resonant will be small (of the order of np=ð42Þ=,
where  is the width of the ‘‘resonant’’ region). For 
of a few Doppler widths, this fraction is 104. This
means that the ‘‘pure’’ two-photon decay rates ~Rnl;1s are
much smaller than the total inverse lifetime of the nl state,
nl, which is required to simplify the effective MLAmodel
to an effective four-level atom model as we discussed in
Sec. III B 2.
As a final note, we want to emphasize why the final
result is independent of the exact boundary between ‘‘reso-
nant’’ and ‘‘nonresonant’’ regions, so long as the resonant
regions are a few Doppler widths wide. If one were to
increase the width of the ‘‘resonant’’ region, then the
‘‘pure’’ two-photon transition rates ~Rnl;1s and ~R1s;nl would
decrease, mainly because of the change of the integration
region in the blue wings of the resonance—in the red wing,
the radiation field has reached near equilibrium with the
line and the net rate of decays immediately blueward of
line center is very small anyway. This decrease would be
nearly exactly compensated by the increase of what is
considered as ‘‘1þ 1’’ decays, as the photon occupation
number incoming on the Lyman resonances, fþnp, would be
decreased due to the smaller optical depth due to ‘‘pure’’
two-photon absorptions in the blue wing. Hirata (2008)
checked the independence of the result form the exact
value chosen for the width of the ‘‘resonant’’ region, and
found that even changing this width by a factor of 9 lead to
relative changes of at most 4	 104 in the recombination
history.
V. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE RADIATIVE
TRANSFER EQUATION
A. Discretization of the radiative transfer equation
To solve the radiative transfer equation [Eq. (56)]
numerically in the ‘‘nonresonant’’ frequency region, we
follow the method of Hirata (2008), and extend it to also
account for frequency diffusion.
We will consider the radiation field in the vicinity of N
frequency ‘‘spikes’’ b, for b ¼ 1; 2; . . .N. Each spike has
an associated width b (which is just the separation
between consecutive spikes if they are linearly spaced,
for example).
We use the discretized differential two-photon rate
dnl
d
used¼
X
b
Anl;b	ð bÞ; (66)
where we use the coefficients
Anl;b 
Z
b
dnl
d
d; (67)
where the integral is carried over the frequency region
associated with the spike b. The function 	ð bÞ
in Eq. (66) should be understood as a sharp profile centered
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at b, which integrates to unity, and has support in
½b  ; b þ . The solution we derive is in the limit
! 0, for which 	 ! 	, the Dirac delta function. Doing
so, we are simply approximating the optical depth as
concentrated in discrete frequencies instead of being a
smooth function.
The main new contribution of the present work is the
discretization method for the scattering operator. We use
the discretized scattering kernel
Rð; 0Þjused ¼
X
b;b0
Rb;b0	ð bÞ	ð0  b0 Þ: (68)
We enforce detailed balance:
Rb;b0e
ððhbÞ=TmÞ ¼ Rb0;beððhb0 Þ=TmÞ: (69)
Moreover, we use the diffusion approximation for resonant
scattering. This allows us to assume that the numerical
scattering kernelRb;b0 is nonvanishing only for neighboring
bins, b0 ¼ b
 1. In order to obtain the correct diffusion
rate, we set
ðbþ1  bÞ2Rb;bþ1 þ ðb1  bÞ2Rb;b1
¼ 3 A
2
2p;1s
42ð LyÞ2
b
2Tm
mHc
2
2Ly; (70)
where we used the damping wing approximation for the
absorption profile (and approximate 2b  2Ly in the mul-
tiplicative factor).
As boundary conditions, we assume a vanishing photon
flux due to diffusion at the boundaries of our domain, i.e.,
formally, R1;0 ¼ RN;Nþ1 ¼ 0 (in fact we set these condi-
tions at the boundaries of the diffusion domain, smaller
than the entire frequency domain considered). Using
Eq. (70), we then obtain R1;2 and RN;N1. Using iteratively
Eqs. (69) and (70), we can then obtain all the coefficients of
the numerical diffusion kernel, starting from the bounda-
ries, and up to line center. Denoting b1 the highest bin
below Ly  and b1 þ 1 the first bin above Ly ,
we obtain all coefficients up to RbLy;b1 on the red side of
Ly , and up to RbLy;b1þ1 on the blue side (we do not
follow the radiation field at the central bin bLy but can still
define these coefficients). Note that with this method we
cannot ensure that the diffusion rate at the central bin is
correct. However, the exact value of the diffusion rate at
line center does not matter, as long as it is high enough to
ensure that the photon occupation number reaches the
equilibrium spectrum f / eððhÞ=TmÞ.
B. Solution of the discretized radiative
transfer equation
To simplify the notation, we define the following rate
coefficients:
Rnl;b  dnld jb je
hðbn1Þ=Tr  1j1b and
Rb;nl  gnlg1s e
hðbn1Þ=TrRnl;b: (71)
This coefficients can be thought of as transition rates
between bound states and a set of ‘‘virtual’’ levels with
associated energies Eb ¼ hb [24].
We define the total Sobolev optical depth in the b-th
frequency spike:
b  c
3nHx1s
83bH
X
nl
Rb;nl þ
X
b0¼b
1
Rb;b0

: (72)
We also define the average photon occupation number
near b:
f b 
Z bþ
b
	ð bÞfd: (73)
Finally, we define the equilibrium photon occupation num-
ber at the b-th frequency spike:
f
eq
b 
P
nl
xnlRnl;b þ x1sP
b0
fb0Rb0;b
x1sðP
nl
Rb;nl þP
b0
Rb;b0 Þ : (74)
In the vicinity of b, the discretized radiative transfer
equation becomes
1
Hb
@f
@t
 @f
@
¼ b	ð bÞ½feqb  f: (75)
In the limit that the support of the delta function becomes
vanishingly small, ! 0, the discretized radiative transfer
equation can be solved in the steady state approximation,
and one can neglect the time derivative. This is similar to
the commonly used Sobolev approximation, except that we
are now making this approximation in the vicinity of an
artificially introduced spike (as opposed to a true resonance
line), for the purposes of numerical resolution. Another
conceptual difference is that the equilibrium photon occu-
pation number also depends on the averaged value of the
radiation field at neighboring bins, because of frequency
diffusion. Given the photon occupation number at the
blue edge of the b-th spike, fbþ, this equation has a
well-known solution f. The quantities of interest for us
are the photon occupation number at the red edge of the
spike fb and the average photon occupation number in
the spike fb . They are given by the following expressions
(for a derivation, see, for example, Refs. [15,24]):
fb ¼ fbþeb þ feqbð1 ebÞ; (76)
and
f b ¼ bfbþ þ ð1bÞfeqb ; (77)
where b is the Sobolev escape probability from the
b-th spike:
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b  1 e
b
b
: (78)
We now use the variables
xb  x1s fb : (79)
As explained in Ref. [24], xb can be interpreted as the
population of the virtual level b. One should however keep
in mind that this is just a convenient rewording for the
radiation field intensity.
Using the definition of f
eq
b , Eq. (74), we can rewrite
Eq. (77) in the form
Tb;bxb ¼
X
nl
xnlRnl;b þ
X
b0¼b
1
xb0Rb0;b þ sb; (80)
where we have defined
Tb;b  11b
X
nl
Rb;nl þ
X
b0¼b
1
Rb;b0

and
sb  bx1sfbþTb;b: (81)
We only follow two-photon decays in the damping
wings of resonances, but we should still account for fre-
quency diffusion between line center and the neighboring
bins. At the Lyman- line center, the radiation field
is in equilibrium with the 2p=1s ratio: fLy ¼
x2p=ð3x1sÞ. If b1 is the highest frequency bin below
Ly , (and b1 þ 1 is the first bin above Ly ), we
therefore define the transition rates with 2p:
R2p;b1 ¼
1
3
RbLy;b1 and R2p;b1þ1 ¼
1
3
RbLy;b1þ1: (82)
Provided that we set Rb1;b1þ1 ¼ Rb1þ1;b1 ¼ 0, Eq. (80)
remains valid for b ¼ b1, b1 þ 1. Adding these transitions
with the central frequency bin will ensure that the photon
occupation number is driven to its equilibrium value near
line center, feq ¼ x2p=ð3x1sÞeððhðLyÞÞ=TmÞ.
We now use Eq. (42) for the populations xnl with n  3.
We define the coefficients, for i ¼ 2s, 2p:
Tb;i  Ri;b 
X
n3;l
gnl
gi
eEn2=TrPinlðTrÞRnl;b: (83)
We define the new source vector:
Sb  sb þ x2e
X
n3;l
gnl
ge
eEn=TrPenlðTrÞRnl;b; (84)
We also define the coefficients
Tb;b
1  Rb
1;b: (85)
The discretized radiative transfer equation then takes the
final form:
Tb;2sx2s þ Tb;2px2p þ
Xbþ1
b0¼b1
Tb;b0xb0 ¼ Sb: (86)
C. Populations of the excited states
Given the radiation field, we can now compute the two-
photon transition rates. Using Eqs. (58) and (59) limited to
the ‘‘nonresonant’’ frequency region, we obtain, after dis-
cretization,
~R nl;1s ¼
X
b
Rnl;b and ~R1s;nl ¼
X
b
fbRb;nl: (87)
The effective transition rates from the i ¼ 2s and 2p states
to the ground state are therefore, according to the discus-
sion in Sec. III B 2, and using the definition of Tb;i Eq. (83),
~R i;1s ¼ 
X
b
Tb;i þ
X
n
gnp
gi
RLyne
En2=TrPinpðTrÞ; (88)
where the first term accounts for two-photon transitions
and the second term for escape from Lyman lines (it is
understood that P2s2p ¼ 0 and P2p2p ¼ 1). The effective tran-
sition rate for the reverse process is given by
~R 1s;i ¼ 
X
b
Ti;b fb þ 3
X
n
RLynP
i
npðTrÞfþnp; (89)
where we have defined the coefficients, for i ¼ 2s, 2p:
Ti;b  gig1s e
hðb21Þ=TrTb;i: (90)
For a given radiation field and free electron fraction,
we can now obtain an equation for the populations of the
excited states 2s, 2p. We do so in the steady state approxi-
mation, i.e., setting _xi ¼ 0 for i ¼ 2s, 2p in Eqs. (37) and
(38). We first define the 2	 2 matrix of elements
Ti;i  Bi þRi;j þ ~Ri;1s and Ti;j  Ri;j: (91)
We also define the source vector of elements
Si  nHx2eAi þ 3
X
n2
RLynP
i
npðTrÞfþnp: (92)
The steady state equation for each state i translates into the
linear equation:X
j¼2s;2p
Ti;jxj þ
X
b
Ti;bxb ¼ Si; i ¼ 2s; 2p: (93)
D. Evolution of the coupled system of level
populations and radiation field
We now have all the necessary pieces to evolve simul-
taneously the level populations and the radiation field,
and compute the free electron fraction. In this section
we summarize the procedure and recall the main equations.
We start with an initially thermal radiation field, f ¼
eððh=TrÞ. At each time step, we do the following compu-
tations:
(1) We obtain the photon occupation number incoming
on each bin b assuming free streaming between
frequency spikes:
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fbþðzÞ ¼ fbþ1

z0 ¼ ð1þ zÞEbþ1
Eb
 1

: (94)
We also obtain in the sameway the incoming photon
occupation number at the Ly n transitions, fþnp.
(2) We solve for the populations of the 2s and 2p
states and the average photon occupation number
at each frequency spike fb ¼ xb=x1s simulta-
neously by solving the coupled linear system given
by Eqs. (86) and (93). Even with a large number of
bins for the radiation field (N ¼ 311 in our fiducial
case), this system is easily solved because the matrix
of coefficients Tb;b0 is tridiagonal and the overall
system has the particular sparsity pattern shown in
Fig. 5. Such a sparse system can be solved in OðNÞ
operations (specifically, we can solve the system in
16N operations).
(3) We update the photon occupation number at the
red side of each spike, fb, using Eq. (76). At
the red side of Lyman resonances, we use fnp ¼
xnp=ð3x1sÞ, valid in the optically thick limit, where
xnp is given by Eq. (42) for n  3.
(4) After step #2, we can obtain the function _xeðz; xeÞ
through Eq. (39) or2 (40). This allows us to evolve
the free electron fraction to the next time step.
E. Implementation, convergence tests and results
We evolve the free electron fraction during hydrogen
recombination in several phases. We use even steps in
lna (where a ¼ ð1þ zÞ1 is the scale factor), with
 lna ¼ 8:5	 105. We describe our ODE integrator in
Appendix C.
(i) We checked that hydrogen and helium recombina-
tion never overlap and can be followed separately
(to an accuracy of a few times 104). We therefore
start computing the hydrogen recombination
history once helium is completely recombined.
Quantitatively, we start hydrogen recombination
once the fractional abundance of Heþ ions is less
than 104 relative to hydrogen. If this criterion is met
earlier than z ¼ 1650 we only switch on the hydro-
gen recombination computation at z ¼ 1650. We
checked that at this redshift the exact free electron
fraction differs from the Saha equilibrium value by
no more than a few times 104 anyway.
(ii) In the first phases of hydrogen recombination,
we use the post-Saha expansion described in
Appendix D. We do so as long as the free electron
fraction differs from the Saha value by xe < 5	
105. We checked that explicitly integrating the
ODE for xe instead (with a much smaller time step
as the ODE is stiff at early times) leads to maximum
changes of xe=xe & 3	 104.
(iii) From then on and until z ¼ 700 we solve simulta-
neously for the level populations and radiative
transfer with two-photon processes and diffusion
as described in this section.
(iv) For z < 700, we use the simple EMLA equations,
with simple decay rates from 2s and 2p only (i.e.,
not accounting for higher-order Lyman lines and
radiative transfer effects). We checked that moving
the last switch to z ¼ 400 instead of 700 leads to
maximum changes jxej=xe < 104.
(v) For the matter temperature evolution, we use the
asymptotic solution of Hirata [24] [it can be ob-
tained by setting _Tm ¼ HTm in Eq. (12)] as long
as 1 Tm=Tr < 5	 104. Depending on cosmol-
ogy, this corresponds to 750< z < 950. After that
we switch to solving for xe and Tm simultaneously
by using Eq. (12).
All the checks mentioned above were made for a wide
range of cosmological parameters.
Our fiducial parameters for the numerical solution of
radiative transfer are N ¼ 311 frequency bins extending
from Ly=2 to Ly, and a diffusion region with 80 bins
extending to=Ly ¼ 
1:7	 102. The minimal spac-
ing between bins is min½lnðbþ1=bÞ ¼ 8:5	 105,
which sets the largest step in lna that we can take (this is
also half of the width = of the ‘‘resonant’’ region
around Ly). We checked (for the fiducial cosmology
only) that reducing the diffusion region to =Ly ¼

1	 102 leads to changes jxej=xe < 6	 106.
Reducing the diffusion region to =Ly ¼ 
5	 103
leads to changes jxej=xe < 4	 105. We checked that
0
0
2s
2p
diffusion
region
2s 2p b = 1 2 N
b = 1
2
N
FIG. 5. Sparsity pattern of the linear system solved for evolv-
ing simultaneously the level populations and the radiation field,
in the presence of two-photon transitions and frequency diffu-
sion.
2Equation (39) contains near exact cancellations but Eq. (40)
contains a large number of terms for which numerical round-off
errors can add up. We checked that both equations give the same
result within numerical round-off errors. We use Eq. (39) in the
final code simply because it is more compact.
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using a 10 times finer frequency grid in the diffusion region
(and a 10 times smaller time step) leads to maximum
changes jxej=xe  1:5	 104 at z  900.
We are therefore confident that our numerical treatment
is converged at the level of a few parts in 104.
We show in Fig. 6 the changes in the recombination
history due to two-photon processes. We find that including
two-photon transitions from the initial states 2s, 3s, 3d, 4s
and 4d is sufficient for the level of accuracy required—we
checked that including two-photon transitions from 5s
and 5d leads to a maximum change xe=xe  8	 105
at z 1200 and can therefore be neglected. The effect of
frequency diffusion in the Ly line is shown in Fig. 7.
We compared our results to the two-photon MLA code
of Hirata [24], as well as to the results of Hirata & Forbes
[20] for frequency diffusion. For this comparison, we
use nmax ¼ 30. The result of the comparison is shown in
Fig. 8. The maximum difference between the codes for
700< z < 1600 is jxej=xe ¼ 0:0005. The increase of the
relative difference at late times is most likely due to small
differences in the bound-free rates, which are computed
with different methods (we use the recursion relations of
Ref. [48] whereas Hirata (2008) directly integrates the
products of wave functions to compute matrix elements).
This difference remains even when switching off two-
photon processes. The 3	 105 kink at z 1570 is a
startup transient due to switching from the post-Saha so-
lution to solving the full ODE. The kink at z ¼ 1350 is
due to the Ly photons emitted at z ¼ 1600 starting to
redshift into Ly. Overall, the agreement is excellent
(jxej=xe < 104 for z > 900), even though the codes
use different methods to compute atomic rates and differ-
ent approaches for solving the MLA problem and treating
Ly frequency diffusion. VI. HELIUM RECOMBINATION
Roughly 14% of the electrons in the Universe are asso-
ciated with helium rather than hydrogen, so it is critical
to model helium recombination as well [5,33–35]. Because
the ionization energy of helium is greater than that of
hydrogen (EI1 ¼ 24:6 eV for He I and EI2 ¼ 54:4 eV for
He II), helium recombines earlier than hydrogen, well
before the epoch of last scattering. Therefore, we do not
observe helium recombination directly: rather it affects the
diffusion of photons at early times and hence controls the
Silk damping length [5]. A faster helium recombination
(smaller xe) leads to a longer photon mean free path and
hence a larger damping length. The net effect is then to
reduce the high-‘ multipoles of the CMB temperature and
polarization power spectra [33]. However, since most of
the Silk damping occurs at later times, we do not need
extraordinary accuracy in following helium recombina-
tion: the corrections identified by Refs. [31–33], which
changed xe by up to 3% at z  1800, amounted to a
1 correction for Planck and 8 for a hypothetical
cosmic variance limited experiment to ‘ ¼ 3000.
Therefore, a helium recombination code accurate to
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FIG. 6. Changes in the recombination history when including
two-photon decays and Raman scattering (no diffusion),
compared to our ‘‘base’’ model. The line labeled ‘‘2s’’shows
the changes in xe when one properly accounts for stimulated
2s! 1s decays, as well as absorptions of distortion photons and
Raman scattering form 2s. The other lines show the cumulative
correction when adding two-photon transitions from higher
levels.
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FIG. 7. Changes in the recombination history when including
frequency diffusion in Lyman-, compared to a model with two-
photon transitions but no diffusion.
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0:3% should reduce any residual errors to the point of
being negligible for Planck. Here we describe our ‘‘fast’’
helium recombination code.
Throughout the helium recombination process, we may
take a single temperature T  Tm ¼ Tr. We make several
other crude approximations, as detailed below. While
analytically motivated, their quantitative justification
rests on the comparison to the ‘‘full’’ version of our calcu-
lations [33]. For the equilibrium calculations, the He I
level energies and are obtained from the NIST database
(itself based on the compilation of Ref. [49]). The
bound-bound Einstein coefficients are obtained
from Ref. [50]: A½21Po  11S ¼ 1:7989	 109 s1 and
A½23Po  11S ¼ 177:58 s1. The bound-free rates are
not required here since the excited levels of He I remain
in equilibrium with the continuum (i.e., these rates may
simply be taken to be ‘‘fast’’).
A. He III! II recombination
The He III! II recombination has previously been
found to be in Saha equilibrium to high accuracy [31,34]
and is followed using the Saha equation
qð1þ fHe þ qÞ
fHe  q
¼ s  geeEI2=T; (95)
where q  xHeIII and we assume that the rest of the helium
is singly ionized, xHeII ¼ fHe  q, and all hydrogen is
ionized, xe ¼ 1þ fHe þ q. In Eq. (95), EI2 is the second
ionization energy of helium and ge is given by Eq. (3) but
using the appropriate reduced mass of the electron-He III
system. We first solve Eq. (95) for q:
q ¼ 2sfHe
1þ fHe þ s

1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 4sfHeð1þ fHe þ sÞ2
s 1
: (96)
We then obtain the free electron fraction from
xe ¼ 1þ fHe þ q.
This equation is used to obtain xe until q ¼ xHeIII ¼
109 (which corresponds to z 4000).
B. He II! I recombination: Near-equilibrium stage
In contrast to He III! II recombination, the He II! I
recombination is a highly nonequilibrium process (it oc-
curs at much lower density and in a weaker radiation field,
with a much slower 2 decay process, and the excited
levels of He I are much closer to the continuum as a
fraction of the ionization energy than those of He II).
Therefore, it must be followed in several stages.
The first is the near-equilibrium stage, before the main
He I resonance line (21Po  11S at 584 A˚) develops
sufficient optical depth to push helium recombination
out of equilibrium. In this stage, the free electron fraction
is close to the Saha solution xSahae ¼ 1þ q, where
q  xHeII satisfies
qð1þ qÞ
fHe  q
¼ s  4geeEI1=T; (97)
and we assume that all hydrogen is ionized and that the
helium is distributed between He0 and Heþ. In Eq. (97),
EI1 is the first ionization energy of Helium, and one should
use the appropriate reduced mass of the electron-He II
system in ge. The additional factor of 4 relative to
Eq. (95) is due to the lower spin degeneracy of He I.
Again, we first solve Eq. (97) for q:
q ¼ 2sfHe
1þ s

1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 4sfHeð1þ sÞ2
s 1
; (98)
from which we get xSahae ¼ 1þ q. We then obtain the post-
Saha expansion for the free electron fraction xe ¼ xSahae þ
xe as described in Appendix D. We do so until xe
reaches 5	 104, which corresponds to 2500< z <
3000 depending on cosmology. We checked that using
the post-Saha expansion until xe ¼ 105 instead and
then numerically integrating the ODE for xe (described
in the next section) leads to maximum changes of 3	
104 in the free electron fraction.
C. He II! I recombination: Nonequilibrium stage
At lower redshifts, one must follow helium recombina-
tion carefully, via a Peebles-style ODE [1], i.e., an equation
of the form
_x e ¼ F ðxe; z;pÞ; (99)
where p is the vector of cosmological parameters. Despite
the complicated radiative transfer physics in the helium
problem, a single ODE turns out to suffice because the
portion of the ultraviolet spectrum that is relevant is rela-
tively narrow and may be treated as in steady state (it
encompasses the 584 and 591 A˚ lines). The construction
of the F function is however more complicated than the
Peebles ODE for hydrogen.
The excited levels of He I (n  2) have been found to
remain in Saha equilibrium with the continuum throughout
the process since the strong CMB blackbody ionizes
them far faster than they can reach the ground state [31].
The significant processes for net decays to the ground state
are fourfold:
(i) The two-photon process, Heð21SÞ ! Heð11SÞ þ
þ .
(ii) Emission of photons via the main resonance line
21Po  11S with  ¼ 584 A, followed by redshift-
ing out of the line (the He I analogue of the H I
Lyman- escape process).
(iii) The absorption of He I 584 A˚ photons by
H(1s) atoms via photoionization, Hð1sÞ þ !
Hþ þ e. The electron rapidly thermalizes its en-
ergy, leading to a loss of a resonance line photon
and a net decay of He I.
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(iv) Emission of photons in the intercombination line
He I] 23Po  11S with  ¼ 591 A. This line has
Sobolev optical depth of order unity during He I
recombination so the full Sobolev escape probabil-
ity formula must be used.
In constructing the function F above, we take several
steps. First, we compute the abundance of the species H I,
H II, He I and He II. The formulas for the latter are xHeII ¼
xe  1þ xHI and xHeI ¼ fHe  xHeII, but these require
knowledge of the H I fraction. This cannot be completely
ignored, but it is small and so the Saha equation for H
(Eq. (D2)) suffices for this purpose.3
Next is the determination of the excited level (21S
and 21P) abundances assuming equilibrium with the
continuum,
x½21S ¼
1
4ge
eE½21S=Txeðxe  1Þ (100)
and x½21P ¼ 3x½21S exp½ðE½21P  E½21SÞ=T.
Armed with this information, we proceed to investigate
each decay mechanism.
1. The two-photon process
The downward rate for the He I 2 decay is
 ¼ 50:94 s1 [51], so we find a downward decay rate
F ð2Þðxe; z;pÞ ¼ ðx½21S  eðE½21SE½11SÞ=TxHeIÞ: (101)
2. The 584 A˚ line
The rate of emission of photons in the 584 A˚ line is
complicated because photons in this line experience
multiple processes: (i) ‘‘true’’ absorption and emission,
(ii) resonant scattering (which redistributes photons in
frequency since in the comoving frame the ingoing and
outgoing photons need not have the same frequency),
(iii) H I photoionization opacity (which has absorption
and emission), and (iv) redshifting due to Hubble expan-
sion. We construct here a highly simplified model of these
processes; the ‘‘full’’ treatment can be found in Ref. [31].
Ref. [31] also showed that the resonant scatterings can be
neglected. It should be noted that in the case of the 584 A˚
line, the nontrivial physics takes place in the damping
wings: the line center is very optically thick, and the
reaction
He ð21PoÞ $ Heð11SÞ þ  (102)
reaches equilibrium there (analogous to the H I Lyman-
line).
In this situation, the radiative transfer equation for the
photon occupation number f in the vicinity of the 584 A˚
line can be simplified to [Eq. (36) of Ref. [31], with
individual expressions substituted in]
_f ¼ H@f@ þHcðe
h=T  fÞ
þHabs
ðÞðfeq584  fÞ; (103)
where c is the H I opacity in units of absorption optical
depth per unit frequency (i.e., Hc is the absorption
optical depth per unit time), and f
eq
584  x½21Po=ð3x½11SÞ
is the equilibrium photon occupation number in the
584 A˚ line. In Eq. (103), the eððhÞ=TÞ term corresponds
to emission from direct H I recombinations to the ground
state (i.e., the inverse process of photoionization); abs is
the Sobolev optical depth to true absorption in the 584 A˚
line; 
ðÞ is the 584 A˚ line profile normalized byR

ðÞd ¼ 1. We neglect stimulated emission processes
at 584 A˚, since the photon phase space density is 1. In
steady state, the left-hand side of Eq. (103) is approximated
as zero. The remaining contributions are as follows.
The H I continuum optical depth is, assuming an H I
abundance in Saha equilibrium with H II (assumed to be
nearly all hydrogen, i.e., xp  1),
c ¼ e
EI=T
ge
picnHxe
H
: (104)
[This comes from combining Eqs. (27) and (28) of
Ref. [31].] Here pi is the photoionization cross section
of H I at  ¼ 584 A and EI is the hydrogen ionization
energy.
The line profile is in principle a Voigt profile. However
near line center where 
ðÞ becomes large, we have
f ! feq584 irrespective of the details in order to keep
Eq. (103) finite. Therefore, we approximate it by the damp-
ing wing approximation,

ðÞ  
42ð 0Þ2
; (105)
where 0 is the central frequency of the line and  is the
intrinsic width. The latter is the sum of the rates for all
processes that depopulate 21Po (the width of the 11S state
is negligible), i.e., we may write  ¼ A584 þ other, where
A584 is the contribution from 2
1Po ! 11S and other is the
contribution from all other states:
other ¼
A½21Po;½21S
1 eðE½21PoE½21SÞ=T þ
X
i
gi
3
Ai;½21Po
eðEiE½21PoÞ=T  1 ;
(106)
where the first term corresponds to decays to 211S (sup-
plemented by stimulated transitions) and the second term
corresponds to absorptions from 21Po to a higher level i.
We include the levels n1S and n1D for 3  n  5. In
principle we should include higher n and the continuum
3Equation (D2) technically neglects the contribution of helium
to the electron abundance, but this correction is small in the very
latest stages of He recombination when the H I correction
becomes significant.
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levels, but in practice the first few levels dominate the sum
because of the exponential factor.
We next need the optical depth to true absorption, which
is the Sobolev optical depth S times the fraction of photon
absorptions 11S! 21Po that are true absorptions (i.e., do
not immediately decay back to 11S, but rather visit another
level). This fraction is other=. Thus
abs
ðÞ ¼ other S

42ð 0Þ2
¼ Sother
42ð 0Þ2
:
(107)
With these results, and neglecting the variation of the
blackbody function eððhÞ=TÞ across the line, Eq. (103)
simplifies to
@f
@
¼ cðf  eh0=TÞ þ Sother
42ð 0Þ2
ðf  feq584Þ:
(108)
The next simplification of this equation occurs if we
rescale both the frequency and the phase space density
axes as
y ¼ 42  0
Sother
(109)
and
ðyÞ ¼ f  e
h0=T
feq584  eh0=T
; (110)
leading to
d
dy
¼ cþ  1
y2
; (111)
where
c  Sotherc
42
: (112)
For blackbody radiation entering the line, we have the
boundary condition ðþ1Þ ¼ 0.
This reduces the radiative transfer equation to a single
ODE that depends on the single dimensionless parameter
c, which is (roughly speaking) the optical depth to H I
photoionization within the part of the line that is optically
thick to true absorption by He I 584 A˚. This parameter is
exponentially increasing in the early parts of helium re-
combination, and becomes of order unity at z  2100.
It is the parameter that controls which process is a more
important sink for resonance line photons: H I continuum
opacity (c  1) or escape via redshifting (c  1).
The net rate at which photons are emitted in the He I
line in photons per H nucleus per unit time is then obtained
by integrating the absorption/emission term in the rate
equation,
F ð584Þ ¼
Z 82
nHc
3
Habs
ðÞðfeq584  fÞd: (113)
This integral can be converted into an integral over y and
f can be replaced with ðyÞ; making these substitutions
and approximating   0 in the prefactors gives
F ð584Þ ¼ 8H
3
0
nHc
3
ðfeq584  eh0=TÞE; (114)
where
E ¼
Z 1 ðyÞ
y2
dy (115)
depends on the single parameter c. We note that without
the factor of E, Eq. (114) would be the standard decay rate
formula with escape probability Pesc ¼ 1=S (appropriate
in the high optical depth limit). Thus E can be thought of as
a correction factor associated with the H I continuum
opacity.
Unfortunately, the integral in Eq. (115) is not amenable
to direct calculation, since the integrand is ill-conditioned
near y  0. We may obtain an alternative form by taking
the integral from y ¼ Y to y ¼ þY (we will take the
limit Y ! 1), plugging in Eq. (111) into the integrand, and
then realizing that ðþYÞ ! 0 due to our boundary condi-
tion, we find
E ¼ ðYÞ þ c
Z Y
Y
ðyÞdy: (116)
Formally, for c > 0, we have ðYÞ ! 0 for Y ! 1, but
numerically one must keep the first term at small c.
Equation (111) is stiff and can be solved by the backward
Euler method; however even this is too slow to use in a
‘‘fast’’ recombination code. Therefore, we have con-
structed a fitting function for E, valid to within 0.8% for
all positive c:
E ðcÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 2c
q
þ 7:74c
1þ 70c : (117)
Note that this has the correct limiting behavior E ! 1 for
c ! 0, and for positive c has E > 1, as one would expect.
The full function EðcÞ and the approximation of Eq. (117)
are shown in Fig. 9.
The use of Eqs. (114) and (117) are sufficient to solve for
the behavior of the 584 A˚ line.
3. The 591 A˚ line
The intercombination line He I] 23Po1 ! 11S at 591 A˚
can reach optical depths of order unity during helium
recombination. Therefore it must be considered carefully.
However, because the damping wings are optically thin, it
is only the line center that is of interest. Because there is
negligible H I continuum opacity in the core during helium
recombination, we use the Sobolev approximation for the
591 A˚ line. If there were no 584 A˚ line, then wewould have
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blackbody radiation entering the line and could write the
net decay rate as
8H30
nHc
3
ð1 e591Þðfeq591  eðE½23PoE½11SÞ=TÞ; (118)
where 591 is the optical depth of the 591 A˚ line,
and f
eq
591  x½23Po=ð3x½11SÞ is the equilibrium value of
the photon occupation number in the line. Based on the
ratio of Einstein coefficients [50], we take 591 ¼ 1:023	
107584.
However, the 591 A˚ line can also absorb photons that
redshifted out of the 584 A˚ line. We treat this problem by
an ‘‘on-the-spot’’ approximation: we assume that for each
photon emitted in the 584 A˚ line, there is a probability that
the photon is reabsorbed of
Preabs ¼ ecðE½21PoE½23PoÞ=hð1 e591Þ; (119)
where the first factor is the probability that the photon can
redshift from 584 A˚ to 591 A˚without being destroyed by H
I continuum opacity, and the second factor is the probabil-
ity that, once it reaches the 591 A˚ line, the photon is indeed
absorbed. Thus the 591 A˚ line has two effects: first, it
contributes to the net formation of the He I ground state
in accordance with Eq. (118), and second it reduces the net
formation from the 584 A˚ line by a factor of 1 Preabs.
Thus we write
F ð591Þ ¼ 8H
3
0
nHc
3
ð1 e591Þ
	 ðfeq591  eðE½23PoE½11SÞ=TÞ  PreabsF ð584Þ:
(120)
4. Hydrogen recombination corrections
As a final step, we include in our rate equation the
contribution to the ionization fraction due to changes in
the hydrogen Saha equilibrium:
F ðHÞ ¼ dxHI
dt
Saha; (121)
which is obtained by two-sided finite differencing with
z ¼ 
0:5. This contribution to _xe is necessary for full
accuracy at the very last stages of He recombination.
5. Integration details
We may now construct the overall electron fraction
evolution, F ¼ F ð2Þ þF ð584Þ þF ð591Þ þF ðHÞ. The
equation is stiff at early times, which is why we do not
turn it on until the free electron fraction given by the post-
Saha expansion differs from the Saha equilibrium value
by more than 5	 104. We then use the ODE integrator
described in Appendix C.
The treatment of helium is turned off once the abun-
dance of Heþ ions is less than 104 per hydrogen atom,
after which we switch to following hydrogen recombina-
tion (we checked that hydrogen and helium recombination
never overlap and can be followed separately).
D. Comparison to detailed calculations
The ultimate test of the sweeping approximations
made in this section is their comparison against more de-
tailed computations of the He I recombination history. We
compare against Switzer & Hirata [33] in Fig. 10. The
maximum error is 0.3%, which is roughly equal to the
stated theoretical uncertainty in the Switzer & Hirata
calculation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a complete treatment of primordial
hydrogen and helium recombination, including all the
effects that have been shown to be important so far.
Our computation accounts for the multilevel character of
hydrogen and the nonequilibrium of angular momentum
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FIG. 9. The function EðcÞ (solid line) and our approximation
(dashed line).
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FIG. 10. A comparison of the HYREC He II! I recombination
history to that computed by the ‘‘full physics’’ code of Switzer &
Hirata [33]. The maximum deviation is 0.3%.
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substates, radiative feedbacks, two-photon transitions, and
frequency diffusion in Ly for hydrogen recombination.
For helium recombination, we account for HI continuum
opacity in the He I 21Po  11S line, decays in the 23Po 
11S intercombination line, and feedback between these
lines. We have implemented all these effects in a single
recombination code, HYREC, which can compute a
recombination history in 2 seconds on a standard laptop
for a given set of cosmological parameters. Provided colli-
sional transitions can be neglected (which remains to be
established), we estimate the errors of our computation to
be a few times 103 during helium recombination and a
few times 104 during hydrogen recombination, including
both numerical errors and errors due to the assumptions
and approximations made for physical effects. If colli-
sional transitions are shown to have a significant effect
on recombination, our code can be easily updated to ac-
count for them with very little loss of computational
efficiency.
It has been argued that corrections to the recombination
history due to radiative transfer effects are relatively inde-
pendent of cosmology [52], and that one could therefore
compute them once and use the resulting correction func-
tion to account for them for any given cosmology.
Alternatively, one might run a grid of recombination his-
tories for different cosmologies and construct a fitting
function [6,53]. Our point of view here is that the physics
of primordial recombination is simple enough, and an
exact calculation from first principles is now fast enough
that there should be no reason to use fudge factors and
approximate correction functions. This is especially rele-
vant if one wishes to extend the standard recombination
calculation by introducing ‘‘exotic’’ new physics. We
would like to emphasize that the fast computation pre-
sented here, using the EMLA method, is very well adapted
for the computation of the recombination history, but that
the standard MLA approach and fast interpolation methods
may still be useful for the computation of the recombina-
tion spectrum.
We believe our code is accurate enough (aside from
neglecting collisional transitions) and has a sufficiently
small runtime to be incorporated in Monte Carlo Markov
chains for upcoming CMB data analysis from the Planck
mission.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF SOME RELATIONS
INVOLVING EFFECTIVE RATES
1. Preliminaries
Here we use the same notation as in Paper I.
Capital indices K, L refer to ‘‘interior’’ excited states,
and lowercase indices i, i refer to ‘‘interface’’ excited
states. We define the rate matrixM with coefficients:
MKL ¼ 	KLK  ð1 	KLÞRK;L: (A1)
In Paper I, we have shown that the populations of the
interface states are given by
XK ¼
X
L
ðM1ÞLK

nHx
2
eL þ
X
i
xiRi;L

: (A2)
We also showed that the probabilities PiK and P
e
K are
given by
PiK ¼
X
L
ðM1ÞKLRL;i; (A3)
and
PeK ¼
X
L
ðM1ÞKLL: (A4)
In Appendix C of Paper I, we showed thatM satisfies the
following detailed balance relation:
QKðM1ÞKL ¼ QLðM1ÞLK; (A5)
where QK ¼ gKeððEKÞ=TrÞ is the contribution of individual
states to the partition function and gK is the degeneracy of
the state K.
2. Rate of change of the free electron fraction
In this section we derive Eq. (31), which was not derived
in Paper I. In the standard MLA formulation, the rate of
change of the free electron fraction can be written as
_x e ¼ 
X
K
½nHx2eK  XKK 
X
i
½nHx2ei  xii:
(A6)
This formula is never used in standard MLA codes, as it
requires a summation over a large number of nearly can-
celling terms, and MLA codes use instead _xe ¼  _x1s to
compute the rate of change of the free electron fraction.
Equation (A6) remains however formally correct. Using
Eqs. (A2) and (A4), we rewrite
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X
K
XKK ¼
X
K;L
KðM1ÞLK

nHx
2
eL þ
X
i
xiRi;L

¼X
L
PeL

nHx
2
eL þ
X
i
xiRi;L

¼X
L
nHx
2
eL  nHx2e
X
i
X
L
LP
i
L
þX
i
xi
X
L
Ri;LP
e
L; (A7)
where in the last equality we have used the complemen-
tarity relation
P
iP
i
K þ PeK ¼ 1. Inserting this result
into Eq. (A6), and using the definitions of the effective
recombination coefficients and photoionization rates
Eqs. (23) and (24), we immediately recover Eq. (31).
3. Proof of Eq. (41)
Consider Eq. (36) with ~K  KðTrÞ. The formal solu-
tion for the ~P1sK is given by
~P 1sK ¼
X
L
ðM1ÞKL ~RL;1s: (A8)
Therefore one may rewrite Eq. (34), for i ¼ 2s, 2p:
~R i;1s ¼ ~Ri;1s þ
X
K
i;KðTrÞ ~RK;1s; (A9)
where we have defined
i;KðTrÞ 
X
L
Ri;LðM1ÞLK ¼
X
L
Ri;L
QK
QL
ðM1ÞKL
¼X
L
RL;i
QK
Qi
ðM1ÞKL ¼ gKgi e
ððEKiÞ=TrÞPiKðTrÞ;
(A10)
where in the second line we used Eq. (A5), in the third line
we used the detailed balance relation verified by Ri;L and
RL;i, and in the last line we used the formal solution for P
i
K,
Eq. (A3). We therefore obtain Eq. (41).
4. Expression of XK in terms of xi, xe and effective rates
Taking Tm ¼ Tr and using the detailed balance relation
genHL ¼ QLL, we rewrite Eq. (A2) as follows:
XK ¼ g1e x2e
X
L
QLðM1ÞLKLþ
X
i
xi
X
L
ðM1ÞLK QLQi RL;i
¼ g1e x2eQK
X
L
ðM1ÞKLLþ
X
i
xi
QK
Qi
X
L
ðM1ÞKLRL;i;
(A11)
where in the last equality we have used Eq. (A5). Using the
formal solutions for the probabilities Eqs. (A3) and (A4),
we see that we recover Eq. (42).
APPENDIX B: EXTRAPOLATION OF THE
EFFECTIVE RATES TO nmax ¼ 1
We have tabulated the effective rates A2sðTm; TrÞ,
A2pðTm; TrÞ and R2s;2pðTrÞ, including all excited states
up to the principal quantum number nmax, for several
values of nmax up to 600, over the temperature range
0:004 eV  Tr  0:4 eV, 0:1  Tm=Tr  1. This range
of temperatures corresponds to 20< z < 1650 for a
wide range of cosmologies. For every pair ðTm; TrÞ, we
have fitted the effective rates by the following functional
form:
A iðTm; Tr; nmaxÞ ¼AiðTm; Tr;1Þ

1 ðnmaxÞ

; (B1)
and similarly forR2s;2p, where  and  depend on Tm and
Tr as well as on the coefficient being fitted. This allows us
to extrapolate the effective rates to nmax ! 1. Of course,
this is only a formal extrapolation, as for n larger than a few
thousands, the excited states of hydrogen are no more well
defined (see Ref. [54] for a discussion). The extrapolated
rates are still more accurate than those computed with a
finite number of states. The residuals of the fit have a
maximum relative amplitude of 5	 104 over the whole
range of temperature considered, for 200  nmax  600,
and more than an order of magnitude smaller on the
restricted range Tr  0:04 eV, Tm=Tr  0:8 which corre-
sponds to z * 200 (note that neglecting the overlap of the
high-lying Lyman lines leads to errors in the effective
rates of similar amplitude [15]). For reference, the maxi-
mum relative difference between the effective rates
computed with nmax ¼ 600 and their extrapolation at
nmax ¼ 1 is 0.05 over the whole range of temperature
considered, and 0.002 over the restricted range correspond-
ing to z * 200. We checked that our method recovers
the correct case-B recombination coefficient BðTmÞ P
i¼2s;2pAiðTm; Tr ¼ 0;1Þ. Our extrapolated B agrees
with the fit of Ref. [55] to better that 0.2% for
Tm > 40 K, which is the accuracy claimed by the authors
of Ref. [55].
APPENDIX C: NUMERICAL ODE INTEGRATOR
For the sake of computational efficiency, we use a
second order ODE integrator that uses derivatives com-
puted at previous time steps. This allows us to evaluate
derivatives only once at each time step. Explicitly, to
numerically solve the equation y0ðxÞ ¼ fðx; yÞ, we use
evenly spaced steps x, and obtain the solution at the
ðiþ 1Þth step as follows:
yiþ1 ¼ yi þyi; yi ¼ x½1:25y0i  0:25y0i2;
(C1)
where y0i ¼ fðxi; yiÞ is stored at each time step for later
use. For the case of interest, we have x ¼ lna, y ¼ xe and
f ¼ _xe=H.
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APPENDIX D: POST-SAHA EXPANSION
AT EARLY PHASES OF HYDROGEN
AND HE II! I RECOMBINATIONS
As explained in Appendix D of Paper I, the ODE de-
scribing hydrogen recombination is stiff at z * 1500 and
so is the ODE describing He II! I recombination at
z * 2800. We therefore use an expansion around the
Saha equilibrium solution:
xe  xSe þ dðx
S
eÞ
dt

@ _xe
@xe
xSe ; (D1)
where xSe is the Saha equilibrium value of the free electron
fraction.
1. Hydrogen recombination
The Saha equilibrium value of the free electron fraction
is the solution of the following equation:
ðxSeÞ2
1 xSe
¼ s  geeEI=T; (D2)
where ge was given in Eq. (3) and T ¼ Tm ¼ Tr at early
times. The numerator in Eq. (D1) can be obtained analyti-
cally by differentiating Eq. (D2):
dðxSeÞ
dt
¼ Hð
EI
T  32ÞðxSeÞ2
2xSe þ s
: (D3)
For the denominator in Eq. (D1), we numerically differ-
entiate the derivative _xe obtained when accounting for two-
photon processes and diffusion, using a two-sided finite
difference with xe ¼ 
0:01ð1 xSeÞ.
2. He II! I recombination
In that case the free electron fraction in Saha equilibrium
is given by xSe ¼ 1þ q, where q can be obtained from
Eq. (97). As in the hydrogen case, differentiation of
Eq. (97) gives us an analytic expression for the numerator
in Eq. (D1). We numerically differentiate the derivative _xe
given by Eq. (99) using a two-sided finite difference with
xe ¼ 
0:01ð1þ fHe  xSeÞ.
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